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Welcome and Review of Agenda 

Neal welcomed the group and reviewed the agenda.  Introductions were made.  

 

Unifier (e-documentation) 

Wendy Stroschein, WSDOT e-Construction Specialist, attended the meeting and gave an update 

on the status of where WSDOT is at with the implementation of Unifier. 

 

Wendy shared that Unifier started in 2020, 6 Project Offices piloted the use of Unifier on 8 

projects. In 2021, all new contracts in the 6 pilot Project Offices, and 10 new Project Offices had 

at least one project using Unifier. Goal for 2022 is to have all new Design-Bid-Build contracts in 

Unifier with a Design-Build pilot project using Unifier. 

 

Wendy shared that WSDOT has made some changes in some of the business processes in 

Unifier. This results in reduced number of business processes for submittals, elimination of 

acknowledgement workflow step for all submittal revisions, email capability for Contractors to 

forward to sub-contractors, separate business processes for material and construction submittals, 

and elimination of having to start submittal process with two different business processes. 

 

Wendy shared that looking ahead, WSDOT is currently in the development of Cloud migration 

and modernizing e-Bidding process, and is looking into considering if Unifier could support e-

Signatures, Bluebeam processes, Final Contract Voucher Certificates, State Force Account, and 

the replacement of CATS. 

 

For more information on Unifier, Wendy told to group to look at the following WSDOT website: 

https://wsdot.wa.gov/business-wsdot/how-do-business-us/public-works-contracts/payments-

reporting/unifier-contract-management-software 

 

Team asked Wendy if Unifier will be used for pre-bid activities. Wendy stated that this is the 

plan and that the development team is working on it. 

 

Team asked Wendy what the feedback from Contractors was.  Wendy stated that initially with 

submittals that they were not happy with the process. WSDOT has made changes to these 

processes so it is now more uniform for the various submittals. 

 

Neal stated to the Team that Unifier is a long term replacement for WSDOT legacy systems, so it 

is here to stay. 

 

Media Filter Drain Long Term Results 

John shared results of a study that tested long term results for media filter drains. The findings 

found that the removal efficiency for dissolved zinc and copper for the MFD indicated that the 

expected lifespans were well above 15 years. 

 

John shared that the samples tested had lower amounts of Dolomite and Gypsum as compared to 

current specifications (2004 Specs – 10 lbs/cy of Dolomite and 1.5 lbs/cy of Gypsum. 2014 to 

current – 40 lbs/cy of Dolomite and 12 lbs/cy of Gypsum). 

 

Bill asked John what was WSDOT’s plan for replacing those MFD’s installed in the mid-2000’s 

and is there a reason why more CAVFS are being used instead of MFD’s.  John responded that 

he would get back to the Team with these answers.  

https://wsdot.wa.gov/business-wsdot/how-do-business-us/public-works-contracts/payments-reporting/unifier-contract-management-software
https://wsdot.wa.gov/business-wsdot/how-do-business-us/public-works-contracts/payments-reporting/unifier-contract-management-software


 

 

 

John stated that he would also send the report to the group.  

 

Tape for Temp Striping 

Larry and Tyler shared with the Team how using tape for temporary pavement marking worked 

on a project. Both stated that using tape in the late season with cold weather and moisture on the 

roadway did not work as well as they would have liked. The 3M tape, off of the QPL, performed 

better with new pavement as compared to existing pavement.  

 

Tyler feels that using a paint product for those crossover season projects would be best. Tape is 

only meant to be down for 3-6 months not for a longer duration because it starts to bond with the 

surface. 

 

The Team asked if the removal of the tape, with the applied adhesive, causes scarring to the 

roadway surface. Tyler stated that there is some scarring during removal due to the adhesive 

bonding with the roadway surface. 

 

Steve Haapala, HQ Work Traffic Control, responded that there are a total of 3 QPL tapes, Brite-

L, 3M and Advanced Traffic Markings. Steve stated that he would check with other states to see 

what tapes that are using and will also look at changing the definition of temporary pavement 

marking-long term timeframe form 3-12 months down to 3-6 months. 

 

Pre-Bid Electronic Files 

The topic of having electronic files available pre-bid was previously discussed by the Team in 

2018.   At that time it was agreed that having the dtm’s available to contractors in a .xlm format 

was the most beneficial.  This was never developed into a formal policy to have projects do this, 

but HQ Construction is not opposed in making these files available. Neal’s question to the Team 

is what files and format are most beneficial? 

 

Per the Team, contractors are more interested in the actual 3-D modeling (.dtm) files, so .xlm 

would be preferred.  

 

Bill asked if any PE’s have any concern with providing these. Mark Allen, PE Spokane, PEO 

and Brian Whitehouse, PE Lacey PEO, stated that they both try to supply this information to the 

contractors, and both agreed that the contractors are more interested in the 3-D modeling, not 

CADD files. 

 

Neal stated that he will continue to work with WSDOT Project Development to get more 

consistency on this delivery item.  

 

Lump Sum Earthwork 

Neal shared with the team that this bid item will likely be seen moving forward and asked what 

the Team suggests to make it better.  

 

The Team feels that this item is starting to be used more often, similar to Lump Sum Traffic 

Control, and needs to have parameters set so that it doesn’t get used on larger earthwork projects. 

 

Neal stated that he likes the idea of being more selective on the size of projects and asked for 

ideas on setting parameters. The Team suggested that setting a quantity limit at 5,000 cubic yards 



 

 

would keep it to smaller projects. Neal will discuss with HQ Construction.  Neal would also like 

to look for other ways to control the use.  This item will remain on the agenda. 

  

 

Automated Flagger Assistance Devices (AFAD) 

John shared with the Team revisions to the AFAD specification to get more use from designers 

when traffic control strategy calls for alternating one-way traffic control on a two-lane route. The 

revisions included specifying the requirement of the Red/Yellow Lens MUTCD requirement, 

clarifications on that the flagger operating the AFAD must be trained by either the manufacture 

or the supplier representative, and that the measurement and payment has been revised to be per 

hour instead of per each. The payment item makes it clear that the flagger operating the AFAD is 

paid under the “Flagger” bid item. 
 

Fish Passage Industry Event 

Neal shared that an upcoming fish passage event on February 23, 2022 (2:30p – 4:30p) will be 

held by WSDOT. 

 

To attend this event, you must register via Zoom at the following: 

https://agcwa.lt.acemlnb.com/Prod/link-

tracker?redirectUrl=aHR0cHMlM0ElMkYlMkZ1czAyd2ViLnpvb20udXMlMkZtZWV0aW5nJ

TJGcmVnaXN0ZXIlMkZ0WmN0ZE95cXJUb3BIZFdnWF9iNHFPeG91MFM3QU5QSWRjNX

UlM0Z1dG1fc291cmNlJTNEQWN0aXZlQ2FtcGFpZ24lMjZ1dG1fbWVkaXVtJTNEZW1haW

wlMjZ1dG1fY29udGVudCUzREFHQyUyQlNlYXR0bGUlMkJEaXN0cmljdCUyQlJlcG9ydCU

yNTNBJTJCRGlzdHJpY3QlMkJtZW1iZXJzJTJCJTJCbWVldGluZyUyNTJDJTJCSmFuJTJCJ

TJCMTglMkIlMjU3QyUyQlRheCUyQnBsYW5uaW5nJTJCYW5kJTJCcHJlcCUyQiUyNTdDJ

TJCV1NET1QlMkJmaXNoLXBhc3NhZ2UlMkJtZWV0aW5nJTJCJTI1N0MlMkJMZWdpc2xh

dGl2ZSUyQkh1ZGRsZXMlMkJzdGFydCUyQnRoaXMlMkJ3ZWVrJTI2dXRtX2NhbXBhaWd

uJTNEU0VBJTJCRGlzdHJpY3QlMkJSZXBvcnQlMkItJTJCSmFuJTJCJTJCMTIlMjUyQyUyQ

jIwMjI=&sig=Df6bqBa9a7LFzUj4z6miEz5PVscSugixb9gLJhQrSmEb&iat=1642003723&a=%

7C%7C25783120%7C%7C&account=agcwa%2Eactivehosted%2Ecom&email=aazYBRWdLb

DMBrAwvsV71jctZ12QSu6gnyOif93DLkQ%3D&s=eaed9f36534eaf32c0b615e7939afa9c&i=4

54A643A2A11882 

 

 

SVBE 

Neal noted that for new design build projects the updated templates have a mandatory SVBE 

goal.  For design bid build projects the requirement will likely take effect later this Spring. 

 

 

e-Ticketing Feedback 

Neal said that WSDOT e-Ticketing feedback was being looked at by Kevin Waligorski.  Bill 

asked what we were seeing.   Neal said that the timeliness of tickets being turned in seemed to be 

the main issue. Kevin and Neal agree that it appears to be a specification enforcement issue more 

than a problem with the specification. 

  

Ryan mentioned that tickets are delivered by the ton, but some projects measure these by the 

cubic yard and asked how this issue is handled on the project. Bill suggested that Kevin be 

invited to a future meeting to discuss e-ticketing items. 

 

https://agcwa.lt.acemlnb.com/Prod/link-tracker?redirectUrl=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&sig=Df6bqBa9a7LFzUj4z6miEz5PVscSugixb9gLJhQrSmEb&iat=1642003723&a=%7C%7C25783120%7C%7C&account=agcwa%2Eactivehosted%2Ecom&email=aazYBRWdLbDMBrAwvsV71jctZ12QSu6gnyOif93DLkQ%3D&s=eaed9f36534eaf32c0b615e7939afa9c&i=454A643A2A11882
https://agcwa.lt.acemlnb.com/Prod/link-tracker?redirectUrl=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&sig=Df6bqBa9a7LFzUj4z6miEz5PVscSugixb9gLJhQrSmEb&iat=1642003723&a=%7C%7C25783120%7C%7C&account=agcwa%2Eactivehosted%2Ecom&email=aazYBRWdLbDMBrAwvsV71jctZ12QSu6gnyOif93DLkQ%3D&s=eaed9f36534eaf32c0b615e7939afa9c&i=454A643A2A11882
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Future Business 

 

• Stakeless Construction 

• Drone Measurement 

• TESC Plans 

• Cost Escalation for Procurement Delays 
 

 

Next Meeting Date – February 23, 2022 
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Welcome and Review of Agenda 

Neal welcomed the group and reviewed the agenda.  Introductions were made.  

 

e-Ticketing Feedback 

Kevin Waligorski, WSDOT HQ Construction, attended the meeting and gave an update on how 

e-Ticketing is progressing on WSDOT projects. 

 

Kevin shared the survey results that were received from last construction season. There was a 

total of 78 responses, with 76 perceiving that e-Ticketing was a benefit to the project.  Feedback 

from the inspectors was that they were not getting tickets on a daily basis in a timely manner, not 

all required data per specification was being included, and that there connectivity issues in the 

field. 

 

Kevin shared with the Team that the e-Tickets must meet the requirements of Standard 

Specification 1-09.2(1) for what information must be on the eTicket, and that both the Project 

Office and Contractor need to make sure that e-Ticketing plan be submitted 30 days prior to the 

delivery of material per Standard Specification 1-09.2(1)A. 

 

Kevin stated that e-Ticketing would be a training item within the WAPA training. Bill suggested 

that other than WAPA training, WSDOT should consider AGC training.  Bill told Kevin that he 

could work with him on coordination of any AGC training. 

 

Streambed Specifications 

Neal shared with the Team that there have been different streambed specifications dealing with 

large woody structure (LWS), streambed gradation, temporary diversion, and general stream 

requirements, and these have varied between the projects.  WSDOT is working on getting these 

standardized in the Standard Specifications.  New section 8-30 will deal with streambed 

gradation, a new section 8-31 will deal with temporary stream diversion, which will include 

maintenance of fish blocks as a new bid item, and a new section 8-32 will deal with LWS. 

 

Neal asked the Team to review these draft specifications that were emailed to the group and to 

have comments sent back to him prior to the next meeting. 

 

Bill stated that one item he would like to see addressed is consistency on anchoring 

requirements. To date, this varies on WSDOT contracts.  Neal responded that this is something 

that could be looked into. 

 

TESC Plans 

Neal shared with the group what he found out about the use of contractor provided TESC plans 

on WSDOT contracts.  Based on review of various WSDOT manuals on guidance, there is no 

rule or regulation on who needs to develop the TESC plans for the contract.  Just that there 

needed to be one.  A Contractor design of the TESC plans is acceptable per these requirements. 

 

Neal asked the group when would it make sense for WSDOT to put in full blown TESC plans, 

and when does it make sense for the Contractor to develop the TESC plans. 

 



 

 

The Team responded that there should be at least a baseline plan to be able to give the 

Contractors as start on what the general concept is, and if they figure out different staging 

concepts, then they would be able to revise the TESC plans accordingly. 

 

Neal stated that he would work with the ASDE’s and other ASCE’s on this issue. 

 

Lump Sum Earthwork 

Neal shared with the Team of what he found on how the LS Special Provision has been used on 

WSDOT contracts over the last 4 years. A total of 16 contracts, 4 being 2021, used lump sum 

earthwork.  Out of the 16, all but 2 were fish passage contracts.  For the 2 contracts, 1 was a slide 

project and the other was a small widening project. With the number of upcoming fish passage 

projects, it looks like the use of LS Earthwork will continue. 

 

Neal stated that currently there is no specific guidance on the use of LS earthwork and that it is 

added to projects by Special Provision.  Neal commented that Adding new guidance may only 

increase the use of a LS item. 

 

The Team commented that the LS Earthwork would generally work for fish passage contracts, 

but that there should be a cap or limit on the amount of earthwork on a project where it is used. 

 

Neal stated that he can start the discussions with WSDOT Project Development about providing 

guidance on the use of LS earthwork. 

 

Drone Measurement 

Neal asked the Team what everyone saw as the goal with this item. 

 

Bill stated that it is related to Contract supplied electronic modeling.  Bill suggested that a pilot 

project that implemented drone measurement would be a good idea.  Feedback and lessons 

learned could be used in the development of future specifications. 

 

Neal stated that the timing for a pilot project may be good right now with these types of 

earthwork projects that are coming up. 
 

Cost escalation & procurement delays 

Neal asked the Team if there was any new developments on either cost escalation or material 

procurement items. 

 

Tyler stated that MMA is becoming harder to get due to the COVID-19 delays and manufacturer 

availability. Solvent low VOC paint is another item since on WSDOT QPL, there is only one 

supplier approved. This will possibly lead to a 6-month lead time to acquire material. Tyler 

asked if there a way to get the QPL approval process down from 2 years since there are other 

suppliers of this material that have been used in Alaska and California? 

 

Neal stated that he would bring this issue up with Materials Office. 

 

Bill stated that the concrete strike, once it is done, will have a large backlog of deliveries for the 

various projects. Bill also noted that fuel prices are out of control now, and things would only get 

worse with the Ukraine situation. 

 

 



 

 

AGC/WSDOT Annual Meeting 

Neal mentioned to the Team that this meeting will be a virtual meeting on April 20, 2022, from 

12:30p to 4:30p. Neal also reminded the Team of the WSDOT Fish Passage presentation that 

will be held later this afternoon. 

 

Lump Sum Bid Items 

Neal asked the Team what bid items would they feel favorable at being Lump Sum items. 

 

The Team responded with Landscaping and Clearing and Grubbing.   

 

Future Business 

 

• Stakeless Construction 

• Earthwork for Roadside Feature 

• Fish Barrier Utilities Relocations 

• Striping 

• Lump Sum Earthwork 
 

 

Next Meeting Date – April 13, 2022 
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Welcome and Review of Agenda 

Neal welcomed the group and reviewed the agenda.  Introductions were made.  

 

Fish Passage Industry Event Feedback 

Neal asked the Team for any feedback on this event held last month. 

 

Overall, the Team thought the presentation was good. Those that attended noted that the OCOI 

topic was discussed at length, dominating the discussion to some degree. The Team liked the 

approach that WSDOT is taking to bundle sites into single projects. The Team also liked that 

WSDOT is now looking at both upstream and downstream barriers along the stream to aid in 

prioritizing of which barriers to remove. 

 

Organizational Conflict of Interest Working Group 

Neal shared with the Team that an OCOI Working Group has been developed and is 

collaborating on OCOI issues. With WSDOT and Industry utilizing the same Consultant pool for 

engineering services perceived conflicts are an issue.  The group comprised of AGC/ACEC,non-

ACEC and WSDOT have been working on revisions to the OCOI Manual in an effort to address 

these issues.  Neal asked for any comments on the manual that the Team may have so that he can 

pass them to the group. 

 

Bill commented on the appeals process. This a lengthy process and with bigger engineering firms 

acquiring smaller firms, there is more and more staff that can become potentially in conflict with 

a project. Can people who are working on the revision of the OCOI Manual be part of the appeal 

panel since they know the intent? 

 

The Team commented that a fire-wall process between firms has been useful for other agencies.  

If a firm is selected that was involved, why can’t we firewall those staff members that were 

involved so that we can use the other staff members within the firm?  There were also questions 

from the Team about why the 1-year timeframe prior to issuing the RFQ is being used? 

 

If anyone on the Team has specific comments that they want the OCOI Working Group to 

address, please get them these to Neal within the next two weeks.  Neal will invite Art 

McCluskey to the next meeting to talk about the work the OCOI Working Group has been doing. 

 

Large Woody Structure Anchoring 

At the last meeting the Team brought up the potential to standardize LWS anchors. Neal 

researched LWS anchors and relayed to the Team that recommendations for the anchor type are 

made at the PHD stage and are based on stream forces which are then finalized in the FHD.  

Designers do try to minimize the use of anchors within the stream with a hierarchy of selections 

prior to getting to manmade anchors.  According to Gabe Ng, HQ Hydraulics consultant, 

designers are trying to stay away from manmade anchors, but the anchor designs are based on 

the 100-yr flow models, so the specific designs are unique to the specific barrier site. 

 

Neal shared with the Team that standard details were attached to the meeting invite for 

comments by the Team.  If the Team has any comments on the specifications and/or standard 

details to please get them to him so that he can get this information to Gabe. 

 



 

 

The Team stated that having standard details as a baseline would be preferred prior to bid time 

but understand that these may be modified based on the project site needs. The Team thought 

that a standard plan should be done for the hardware ties into boulders since these really should 

not change between different project sites.  Joe noted that WSDOT details trickle down to the 

County level, and that a standard design is a good starting point. The Team also agreed that the 

drawings presented is a good start to getting designers to use a standard detail. 

 

Steve stated that even though Gabe may come up with standards that the designer can use, it will 

still be up to the Environmental staff to make the final decision on what is to be used on a 

project.  Neal responded that he would work with Steve to see if a standard anchor hardware 

design is feasible. 

 

TESC Plans 

Neal shared with the group Team what he found out with a deeper dive into this issue after the 

last meeting.  There was a Design Memo from 2015, which is now retired, that clearly stated the 

WSDOT was responsible for the development of the TESC Plan. The Design Memo was 

incorporated into the various WSDOT manuals and it is clear that WSDOT is to do the TESC 

Plan.  There are circumstances where a project doesn’t require a TESC Plan.  These would 

include projects with less than 2000 sf of added or replaced impervious surface down to base 

course or less than 7000 sf of disturbed soil. 

 

The Team understood that it is WSDOT’s responsibility to provide a baseline design and if the 

Contractor has a different approach to the project, then it is the Contractors responsibility to 

update/revise the TESC Plan as provided for in Section 8-01. 

 

Neal stated that he will be working with Project Development to make sure that these plans are 

included in projects and will work with them to update standard language in the Plans 

Preparation Manual to reinforce the requirements of the Environmental and TESC Manuals. 

 

Stake-less Construction 

Neal stated that there was a GSP attached to the meeting invite which allows the Contractor to 

use stake-less construction methods if they choose to do so. WSDOT is not requiring the 

Contractor to do stake-less construction, but it gives the Contractor the option. The use of the 

GSP in contracts is optional.   

 

Mark stated that his office has been using this GSP for several years, and the contractors use 

several different systems.  His office supplies the topography, cross-section and dtm files to the 

contractor so that the contractor can refine and use the data. 

 

Bill stated that he supports an effort in getting the GSP in more projects.  Neal responded that 

this GSP goes with the Contractor Survey – Roadway GSP, so it would be difficult to make it 

standard specification but agreed that the GSP instructions for use should be updated to 

encourage use.  Neal will also review the merits of adding the stake-less GSP to the Contractor 

Survey – Roadway GSP.    

 

Team members gave their experience in using machine grade control where it resulted in getting 

grading work completed faster than having the project owner or Contractor doing staking. Team 

members asked if there is a way to compensate the contractor, especially smaller contractors, for 

these added costs in implement stake-less construction.  Neal responded that this GSP is tied to 

the Contractor Survey – Roadway GSP which is its own bid item.  The stake-less GSP is an opt-



 

 

in for the Contractor, so they would bid the work accordingly as part of Contractor Survey – 

Roadway item. 

 

Everyone agreed that the existing GSP needs to be updated as it was written in 2008.  Neal will 

work with Mark and Bill on that. 

 

Low VOC Solvent Based Paint 

Neal stated that WSDOT recognizes the importance of using Low VOC solvent-based paint as an 

important tool for late season striping.  Neal reported to the Team that the current standard 

specifications (9-34.7(1)) allow manufactures to submit the material by the RAM process with 

existing test decks or with successful use of a product in five other States.  If the material, as 

mentioned in past meetings, is being used in other states such as Alaska, Oregon, Idaho, etc., 

then it would appear that the manufacturers potentially have fulfilled the required test deck that 

WSDOT requires.  Neal noted that WSDOT cannot force the manufacturers to submit their 

products and supply this information.   If they do submit by way of the RAM process and meet 

the spec book requirements on the RAM submittal, then those manufacturers would be very 

close to the next step of getting product onto the QPL. 

 

For the RAM submittal, the Team asked if there is a way to get the review timeframe down.  

Mark stated that the AGC Admin Team is looking into this issue, but currently this is considered 

a Type 3 working drawing which has a 30 calendar days review time.  Neal stated that he has 

communicated the potential supply issues for Low VOC solvent-based paint and would help to 

push for a quick review. 

 

 

Wet Reflective Striping Pilot Update 

This topic was discussed last Spring. WSDOT has now secured funding for the pilot.  WSDOT is 

looking for several 100 miles in different locations with documented runoff the road incidents to 

compare between installing wet reflective striping and not installing the striping to see if there is 

an improvement. WSDOT will be using State Forces to perform the work instead of putting the 

work into a contract. 

 

Lump Sum Bid Items 

Neal asked that Team if there were any standard items that they would like to see as lump sum 

bid items. 

 

Bill asked if this agenda item could be a more detailed discussion at the next meeting. The 

standard item list that was sent still needs to be looked at. 

 

Neal stated to the Team that this topic will be on the agenda for the next meeting and that he will 

invite Chris Tams to the meeting to discuss the status of his work with the AGC Admin Team on 

when to use LS Traffic Control. 

 

Streambed Specifications Feedback 

Neal stated to the Team that these specifications were attached to the last meeting and that he 

had received comments from Bill.  If the team has any comments, please send them to him in the 

next couple of weeks. 

 

 
 



 

 

Cost escalation & procurement delays 

Neal asked the Team if there are any new developments on either cost escalation or material 

procurement items other than the Low VOC material mentioned above. 

 

Dan mentioned that ductile iron pipe material over 20” in diameter is now a 24–30-week lead 

time, with even small diameters having a lead time of 10+ weeks.  Bill added that suppliers are 

now charging the price of the material at the time of delivery instead at the time of order which is 

causing material costs to be unpredictable. Tyler mentioned that this is the same approach 

suppliers of pavement marking materials are using. 

 

The Team asked if there has been any discussion at WSDOT about a generic material escalation 

cost bid item. Say if costs increases are greater than 10-15%.  Neal responded that there is 

discussion at the AGC Admin Team about expanding escalation clauses, but he was not aware of 

a generic clause. 

 

The Team mentioned that with inflation hitting material costs fast, it very important that PE’s 

execute change orders as fast as possible as prices can increase greatly while the change order is 

being processed.  Neal will pass on this information. 

 

Ryan mentioned that VBE and SBE small subcontractors will be having challenges with inflation 

because they are sometimes bidding on items of work that may be a year out.  

 

Future Business 

 

• Earthwork for Roadside Feature 

• Fish Barrier Utilities Relocations 

• Lump Sum Earthwork 

• OCOI Updates 
 

Next Meeting Date – June 8, 2022 
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Welcome and Review of Agenda 

Neal welcomed the group and reviewed the agenda.  Introductions were made.  

 

Organizational Conflict of Interest Working Group 

Art McCluskey, WSDOT HQ Design-Build Program Manager, attended the meeting and gave 

the Team an update on that status of the OCOI manual revisions. 

 

Art shared that the AGC/ACEC/WSDOT Design-Build committee created a group comprised of 

AGC, ACEC and non-ACEC, and WSDOT have been looking at revisions to the OCOI manual 

since early 2022 with the last meeting taking place at the end of April 2022.  Meetings are 

continuing at this time. 

 

Art highlighted for the Team the following proposed revisions to the OCOI manual: 

 

• Better clarification on the different situations where an OCOI may occur within team. 

• Addition of firewall language and requirements of firewall certification that the firewall 

is in place and working. 

• Revision to the appeals process section that will include timeframes for the appeals. 

 

The Team asked about if any clarification on consultants working on Draft PHD’s that become 

available to everyone during the RFQ. Art responded that even though these are released to 

everyone that work on the Draft PHD cannot be mitigated. 

 

The Team mentioned that there is a lot of movement with consultants, especially when you get 

down to the 3rd and 4th tier, and it is difficult for the prime to be able to track every individual. 

Art responded that WSDOT realizes that this is a challenge, but these could be cases where the 

use of firewalls would mitigate the situation. So, if the prime is in doubt, their team should 

submit this information to the DB review team to determine if a conflict exists. 

 

The Team then asked if there would be a transition time frame between the current OCOI manual 

and the revised one. Art responded that there would be potentially up to a 6-month transition 

period to allow industry to adjust to the new requirements. 

 

LS Traffic Control, Buy America 

Chris Tams, HQ Construction – Lead Construction Engineer, Administration, attended the 

meeting to discuss the LS Traffic Control risk spreadsheet and the upcoming Buy America 

requirements for federally funded projects. 

 

LS Traffic Control 

Chris walked the Team through the AGC Admin Team’s LS Traffic Control efforts. Chris stated 

that approval to use LS Traffic Control is at the Region Construction EM level, and that each 

Region has been developing its own process of when to use LS Traffic Control. Early on the 

initial intent on the use of LS Traffic Control was for single season projects with stationary work 

zone areas. Now LS Traffic Control is being used on more complex projects and in multiple 

season projects. 

 

Chris explained that the LS Traffic Control spreadsheet was developed to be used by the 

designers to identify if a project is too risky for WSDOT to have LS Traffic Control. The 



 

 

September 2022 Design Manual update will a have policy requirement to use the spreadsheet 

during the design development. Chris displayed the spreadsheet on screen to the team and 

discussed some of the spreadsheet elements.  

 

The Team asked if this current spreadsheet is a draft or is it being used.  Chris responded that the 

current use is not required, but that some Regions have made its use a requirement during their 

design development.  Come September, this will be a mandatory requirement for all design 

projects, but the decision to use LS Traffic Control will still be made by the Region Construction 

EM’s, not the designers. 

 

The Team asked how they can weigh in on projects that have LS Traffic Control as a bid item 

when they feel that it should not.  Both Chris and Neal responded that changes have been made 

on a few projects that were on Ad that moved from LS Traffic Control to other bid items.  This 

was brought up by the Q&A process during advertisement and both suggested that the Q&A 

process is the best way to ask the question. 

 

Buy America 

Chris informed the group that with the passing of the IIJA bill, there were modifications to the 

Buy America requirements that were to be implemented in May 14, 2022.  USDOT applied for a 

federal waiver and received one to delay the implementation requirements to November 2022. 

 

Chris explained that the three big changes are related to 1) iron and steel, 2) manufactured 

products must be greater than 55%, and 3) construction materials (excluding cement, aggregate, 

or aggregate binding agents). The intent of the IIJA bill is to increase the use of Made in 

America products.   

 

The Team asked if this requirement is only for permanent work, which Chris responded that it is 

only for permanent work on projects with federal funding. 

 

Chris told the group that he would send Neal both the LS Traffic Control spreadsheet and the 

Executive Office of the President memo for the Buy America Preference for inclusion with the 

minutes. 

 

Buried Structure Fit-up Specs 

Neal mentioned that a Precast Industry meeting was held in early May, and three items came up 

dealing with suggested changes to Standard Spec 6-20.3(7)A and 6-20.3(3). Neal discussed the 

following items Precast Industry suggested be revised: 

 

1. 6-20.3(7)A - Make it mandatory that the installing Contractor’s presence would be 

mandatory to observe the progressive ship assembly (fit-up). 

 

The Team is not in support of being required to be present.  It should be left to the 

contractor to verify that the fit up at the plant was done. The contractor could do this by 

video conferencing or viewing a video of the fit up.  

 

2. 6-20.3(7)A - Removal of the progressive shop assembly (fit-up) for Class 1 precast 

structures. 

 

William Miller, WSDOT – Bridge and Structures Office, added that Precasters feel that 

some of the smaller precasters do not have the capability to do the shop fit-up. 



 

 

 

The Team is not in support of removing this requirement and want the fit-up for Class 1 

precast structures to remain.  The Team suggested that Class 1 structures that do not fit in 

the field are as problematic as Class 2 structures that don’t fit. 

 

3. 6-20.3(3) – A tolerance for the exterior surface of top and bottom slabs be established. 

Tolerances would be ¼ inch in 10 feet. 

 

The Team is in support of this tolerance since this is similar straightedge requirements. 

 

Pre-Bid Electronic Files Update 

Jim Mahugh, WSDOT HQ Design, attended the meeting to discuss what he has been working 

with Neal related to Pre-Bid electronic files. Jim is working on policy to make it mandatory that 

electronic information is made available during the Pre-Bid phase. This information would be 

existing ground DTM, finished ground DTM, alignments and project control file. The DTM’s 

would be in XLM format and the alignments would be in DXF format so that the can be used in 

different modeling software. 

 

A question was asked if the CADD linework would also be available. Neal said that that 

represents additional challenges and that we would be starting out small, surfaces and alignments 

only, and then work towards the other features at a later time. 

 

Stake-less Construction 

Neal stated that the goal was to take the Stake-less Construction GSP and roll it into the language 

for the Contractor Surveying – Roadway GSP so that it can be option for the contractor to use if 

they want to. 

 

Mark went over his proposed markups, sent earlier by email, of the GSP with the group. The 

markups put requirements on the design team to supply surfaces in XLM format, and to supply 

associated design alignments. 

 

The Team discussed it further and believe it should not be an issue to combine these two GSP’s. 

It was understood by the Team that if survey is to be done by WSDOT, then a change order 

would be necessary if the contractor wanted to used stake-less construction methods.   

 

LS Item Suggestions 

Neal asked that Team if there were any standard items that they would like to see as lump sum 

bid items to email him. 

 

LS Earthwork / TESC Plans Update 

Neal shared with the Team that he met with the Design Office about LS Earthwork and discussed 

the need to have better guidance on when to use this item.  Neal and the Design Office is 

working now on setting parameters for designers to detail when LS earthwork is to be used. 

 

Neal shared with the Team that he met with the Design Office about TESC Plans. The Design 

Office is looking at updating the Plans Preparation Manual to clarify the requirements for 

development of TESC Plans. 

 

 

 



 

 

Cost escalation & procurement delays 

Neal asked the Team if there are any new developments on either cost escalation or material 

procurement items. 

 

Larry and Ryan mentioned that culvert piping material could rise by 20-30% per year in 

escalation costs, which is different than the standard of 3-5% per year that suppliers typically 

use. 

 

Ryan mentioned that equipment cost increases are looking to be more around 7% per year now 

as compared to what was historically 2.5% per year. Another item he is seeing is a need for 

S/VBE firms put escalation clauses into their contracts. 

 

Future Business 

 

• Earthwork for Roadside Feature 

• Fish Barrier Utilities Relocations 

• Drone Survey 
 

Next Meeting Date – October? 

Next Meeting October 12, 2022 (Wednesday). 
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Welcome and Review of Agenda 

Neal welcomed the group and reviewed the agenda.  Introductions were made.  

 

Build America Buy America (BABA) 

Chris Tams, Lead Construction Engineer Administration, gave an update of the new BABA 

requirements.   

 

• FHWA is looking to get approval to extend manufacturing products exemption for 

Federal Aid projects. 

• November 10, 2022, the waiver for BABA expires. New GSP’s developed for Design Bid 

Build projects and is only required for contracts that have Federal Aid funding in the 

construction phase. 

• WSDOT has agreed with FHWA that October 17, 2022, that any contract Advertised on 

or after this date will contain the new GSP’s related to BABA. 

• Construction materials are: 

Non-ferrous metals 

Plastic and polymer-based products 

Glass 

Wood 

Drywall 

 

WSDOT received approval from FHWA for the submission of a monthly CMO related to 

construction materials. This CMO is a new WSDOT Form and is a monthly submittal that covers 

the current pay estimate. Only one form is required for all construction material. The old CMO 

form is still required for each steel product.  If no construction materials were used in a month, 

the new is form still required. 

 

WSDOT has developed a Construction Bulletin that includes a detailed list of materials 

identifying what type of material it is (steel or iron, manufactured material, construction material, 

exempt). 

 

Team asked if there is a percentage/dollar use allowed for foreign material with BABA? Chris 

responded that FHWA did not allow this for BABA projects. 

 

Work Zone Safety Contingency 

John gave a presentation on the development of new GSP and a new bid item, Work Zone Safety 

Contingency, to help address safety enhancements of work zones during construction in a more 

efficient manner than the traditional change order process. 

 

The new bid item would be part of the contract proposal, and the provisions would require the 

contractor and Engineer to meet weekly to discuss traffic management. If the safety enhancement 

is mutually agreed, implementation of the enhancement would be through this new bid item 

which is paid as force account. 

 

Development of the GSP is ongoing with a planned release in November 2022. Would be 

required on all projects that has WZTC. 

 



 

The Team supported the approach and requeted a copy of the presentation to review further. 

 

Automated Machine Guidance (AMG) 

Neal stated that he sent out the draft GSP to the group prior to the meeting.  If project has 

Contractor roadway surveying, this GSP would allow AMG to be used by the Contractor. 

The revised GSP allows the Contractor to make the choice to do AMG if it is feasible for the 

project. 

 

Alignment and drainage stakes still need to be done even with AMG.  Slopes stakes would not be 

required if AMG is used.  Roadbed and surfacing stakes would not be required if AMG is used. 

 

Team asked if alignment and drainage stakes could be omitted at the discretion of the Engineer. 

Neal responded that we could change “Contractor” to “Engineer” and make it at the request of 

the Contractor and approval of the Engineer.  This would be helpful for compressed weekend 

closures, etc. 

 

Team stated that they do not like the end of the sentence “character of the actual Work required”. 

Team feels that it is WSDOT design based on these files, so the files should accurately represent 

the design.  Neal will look into the intent of the language. 

 

Neal told the Team that if they have any additional comments, please let him know. 

 

Pre-Bid Electronic Files 

Neal provided an update to the Team on including electronic files when projects go to 

advertisement as pre-bid documents. Working with Project Development to develop Policy 

Memo language that will provide additional guidance to designers on what needs to be turned 

over with the submittal of the pre-bid documents. 

 

Neal showed on screen a draft list of what will be mandatory to be turned over: 

1. Original Ground DTM (XML format) 

2. Final Ground DTM (XML format) 

3. MicroStation Files (format follows EEDS Manual file naming convention) 

a. Base Map (DGN format) 

b. Plan Sheet Files (DGN Format) 

i. Excluding plan sheets produced by Excel spreadsheets listed below 

c. InRoads Files (XML geometry and cross sections) 

i. Only include final alignments (design alternative alignments are removed) 

4. Summary of Quantities (Excel Spreadsheet) 

5. Q-Tabs (Excel Spreadsheet) 

6. Construction Notes (Excel Spreadsheet) 

7. Structure Notes (Excel Spreadsheet) 

 

Team stated that they would like WSDOT to prioritize items 1-3, and that the last 4 are nice, but 

may not be looked at. Team asked if creating these items would slow down Advertisement? Neal 

responded that it would not. 

 

TESC Plans Prep Manual Revised Guidance 

Neal shared with the Team that the Plans Prep Manual has been revised to give more direct 

guidance to the designers with clearer direction on when to develop a TESC plan. 

 



 

Team agreed that this topic can be removed from future agendas. 

 

Fish Passage Utilities 

The Team stated that for Sound Transit planned projects, Sound Transit is relocating utilities for 

these projects and then back charging the utility owner. The Team asked is this would be 

something that WSDOT could do for fish barrier removal projects? 

 

Neal responded that this would still require a contract to have them relocated and that there could 

be issues with the use of gas tax funds per the Washington State Constitution 18th Amendment. 

 

Diesel Carbon Tax 

Jeff discussed that the Diesel Carbon Tax goes into effect on January 1, 2023, and that this was 

sold to the public that this would be an increase of $0.05 to $0.10 per gallon. Market analysts are 

believing that this will be closer to an increase of $0.59 per gallon.  He asked the Team what 

their feelings were on this item. 

 

Bill responded that since this is a tax, it is ineligible for a fuel cost adjustment. Bill asked that 

since this is under DOE authority, would it be considered a change in environmental law and 

thus a recoverable cost under the Standard Specifications? 

 

Neal responded that this would be more of an AGC/WSDOT Admin Team discussion item. Neal 

stated that he would reach out to Chris Tams and ask about the status of this issue. 

 

In Person Meetings 

Neal took a poll from the group on whether to do in person meetings. 

 

After a bit of discussion, the Team determined that an in person meeting once a year would be 

good. The Team agreed to have this in person meeting to be held in October. 

 

Cost escalation & procurement delays 

Neal asked the Team if there are any new developments on either cost escalation or material 

procurement items. 

 

Concrete escalation is tracking similar to HMA.  Neal to look into if new contract clauses are 

being developed. 

 

Pipe quotes are now only good for 10 days. 

 

Future Business 

• Buried Structures Update/Std. Plans Review 

• LS Earthwork Guidance 

• Roadside Features 

• RCA Environmental 
 

 

Next Meeting Date 

Next Meeting November 30, 2022 (Wednesday). 
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Welcome and Review of Agenda 

Neal welcomed the group and reviewed the agenda.  Introductions were made.  

 

E-Ticketing 

Kevin Waligorski, HQ Construction ASCE, gave an update on e-ticketing. 

 

• WSDOT has moved away from paper tickets and to electronic system and is leaving it up 

to the contractor to decide what system they want to use. 

• WSDOT is working on getting a portal system developed that can work with each 

electronic system that the contractors are using. 

• Working with FHWA to potentially get a pilot project for the summer 2023. 

 

The Team asked Kevin is there was one system that is better than the others that the contractors 

have been using.  Kevin responded no, not from what he has heard. 

 

Spencer Kull, CalPortland, stated that moving to e-tickets has been a very helpful process with 

CalPortland. Reduces reprints and even if a ticket (paper) is lost, they still have the e-ticket. E-

Tickets also cuts down follow ups with contracts over quantities. 

 

Consensus of the Team is that E-Ticketing is working as intended. 

 

Fuel Cost Adjustment 

Kevin stated to the Team that he was been working on revising the current GSP with more 

accurate information. Highlights include: 

• Changing the trigger value percentage to 5% instead of 10%. 

• Eligible Bid Item and Fuel Usage are going to be revised 

o Most of the existing rates were based on a 1980 FHWA Chart 

o A 2013 NCHRP report with updated rates is being used to update values 

o Most items are remaining the same, with other being increased to reflect current 

usage practices 

o One item getting reduced is “Superstructure____”, moving down from 0.02 to 

0.005 per dollar 

• Instructions on use of GSP being revised. 

o Instead of 200 working days being guidance to when to use GSP, this is being 

revised to be a substantial completion date more than 5-6 months beyond the bid 

opening date. 

 

The Team asked about an opt in/out revision to GSP for Contractor? Kevin responded that 

WSDOT is considering following the report guidance that states to put this provision into 

contracts without an opt in/out option. 

 

The Team asked if this would start being used on Design-Build projects? Kevin responded that 

this is difficult since DB projects are lump sum and don’t have quantities to base the information 

on.  Neal added that this is an agenda item with the AGC/ACEC/WSDOT Design-Build 

Committee to discuss on how to implement on Design-Build contracts. 

 

The draft fuel usage factors will be forwarded to the Team for comment. 

 



 

 

Automated Machine Guidance (AMG) Questions 

Neal asked the Team what type of QA/QC process would be used by the contractor when using 

AMG. 

 

Team members responded that a morning check-in each day would be a good start, since this is 

what is typically industry standard. The Team also suggested making it part of the QC checklist, 

or even define it in a Type 1 working drawing submittal.  Neal responded that for a Type 1 

submittal scenario, WSDOT would need to define ahead of time what is required to be in the 

Type 1 submittal. Neal stated that he would investigate the Type 1 scenario. 

 

Fish Passage Utilities 

Neal sent out an email to the Team with the 18th Amendment related to Washington State and 

the use of gas tax funds. Relocation of utilities with gas tax violates the 18th amendment. 

 

Neal stated that WSDOT will put contracts out to bid with utility relocations that haven’t been 

completed, but that this requires approval from HQ Construction after a risk evaluation. 

 

Roadside Features 

Neal discussed that WSDOT’s Plans Preparation Manual, section 700.08(3) gives guidance to 

designers on how to address earthwork for roadside installations that are not associated with the 

main earthwork grading. For work items such as guardrail terminals, luminaires, and ITS 

equipment, the designer is to quantify and provided a separate tabulation for each location. 

 

Neal stated that he has been given approval to develop a new bid item for this type of earthwork 

widening work. 

 

Neal asked the Team how they would like to see measurement for this work. The Team 

responded that if the quantities and locations are defined, a lump sum bid item would work. 

 

LS Earthwork 

Neal discussed that WSDOT’s Plans Preparation Manual, section 700.01(2) gives guidance to 

designers that the use LS Earthwork measurement requires approval at the HQ Construction 

level.  WSDOT may continue to use LS earthwork, but HQ Construction will retain approval.  

While changes may come in the future, no Plans Preparation Manual guidance changes are 

proposed at this time.   

 

Streambed Gravel 

Bill stated that there are issues surrounding material testing at the pit and the final visual 

inspection in the field. This is starting to make it a supply and expense issue.    

 

Spencer Kull, CalPortland, stated that streambed aggregate, sediment, cobble and boulder 

material is stockpiled early in the year while the demand for the material is in the summer. 

Streambed sediment is the largest amount that is produced. Blended materials are risky to 

stockpile since the proportions and gradation specifications change occasionally. Spencer 

suggested that there needs to be certainty so they are producing is what is intended to be used on 

the upcoming projects. Spencer said that that certainty has not been consistent in recent years.  

Neal committed to investigate the specifications changes. 

 

Neal asked for some clarification on the material specification issue for streambed work and if 

this was because spec material is being produced, but when the team comes out on site they don’t 



 

 

like the visual look?  Bill responded that there seems to be two sets of inspections of the 

material. There are the material inspectors at the pit, then there are the resource inspectors on 

site. 

 

The Team confirmed that it is the blended aggregate that is viewed on-site that is what is getting 

changed because the Biologists don’t like the look of the blend. Trying to do a sample blend at 

the pit is difficult.  It is also difficult to do in the field since they typically have a limited area on 

site. 

 

Neal agrees that if someone at the end (on-site) is stating that the material isn’t the right size 

(visually) then this is an issue. Neal asked for contract examples from the Team so that he can 

have further discussions with offices and with HQ Hydraulics.  Neal will research the issue and 

report back at the next meeting. 

 

Buried Structures 

Neal gave a status update that the designers are done with the analysis phase and that they are 

now working on the Standard Plans. Target is by the end of the year 2022.  Neal stated that as 

soon as they are available for review, he would get them out to the Team. WSDOT will also 

entertain adding the plans to existing contracts by change order. 

 

Diesel Carbon Tax 

Neal told the Team that he has spoken with Chris Tams, HQ Construction – Administration, and 

that Chris will be working with the AGC/WSDOT Administration Team to determine how to 

administer this item on WSDOT projects. 

 

Cost escalation & procurement delays 

No new items.   

 

Future Business 

Need ideas from the Team. Only item for future business is as follows: 

 

• RCA  

• Drone Survey 

• Fish Passage LWS Anchor Hardware 

• Constructability Reviews 

•  

Next Meeting Date 

Next Meeting January 19, 2023 (Thursday). 
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